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Abstract
Future building energy management systems will have to be capable of adapting to variation in the rate of production of energy from renewable sources. Controllers employing a model predictive control (MPC) framework can optimise and schedule energy usage based on the availability of renewably generated energy. In this paper, an MPC using artificial neural networks (ANNS) was implemented in a residential building. The ANN-MPC was successfully tested and demonstrated good performance predicting the building’s energy consumption. The controller was then modified to function as an economic MPC (EMPC) to optimise demand flexibility (i.e., the ability to adapt energy demands to fluctuations in supply). The operational costs of energy usage were associated with this demand flexibility, which was represented by three flexibility indicators: flexibility factor, supply cover factor, and load cover factor. The results from a day-long test showed that these flexibility indicators were maximised (flexibility factor ranged from -0.88 to 0.67, supply cover factor from 0.04 to 0.13, and load cover factor from 0.07 to 0.16) when the EMPC controller’s demand flexibility was compared to that of a conventional proportional-integral (PI) controller. The EMPC framework for demand flexibility can be used to regulate on-site energy generation, grid consumption, and grid feed-in and can thus serve as a basis for overall optimisation of the operation of heating systems to achieve greater demand flexibility.
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Highlights
- An ANN-MPC was developed and tested in a residential building.
- ANN models and an MPC framework were validated against measurements in buildings.
- An EMPC to maximise the demand flexibility of residential buildings was developed and tested.
1. INTRODUCTION

In Europe, the share of primary energy supply from renewable sources increased to 14.2 % in 2016, which was the highest share for renewables among all regions in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) [1]. The large proportion of renewables requires added efforts to balance fluctuations and to maintain power quality and grid stability. As additional intermittently available sources of renewable energy – such as wind and solar – are included in the electricity infrastructure, it becomes essential to track and manage the dynamic behaviour of the demand side [2–7]. This ability to adapt to the intermittent availability of energy from renewable sources is called flexibility, and applies on both supply and demand sides [2–7]. The relevant literature [2–7] shows that there is a common understanding of the need for flexibility in energy systems. A review by Lund et al. [2], for example, identifies supply and demand flexibility as critical. The concept of demand flexibility is derived from the conventional method of load shifting and implies that demand flexibility should not compromise the quality and continuity of the processes that are consuming energy. DeConinck et al. [4] discussed the flexibility of buildings in terms of the magnitude and duration of load shifting. More precisely, a building’s flexibility is described as its ability to deviate from a reference electric load profile [4]. Many studies have investigated the flexibility of buildings and have attempted to derive a common terminology and quantification scheme for building flexibility [7]. In 2015, the International Energy Agency’s Energy in Buildings and Communities program launched its Annex 67 Energy Flexible Buildings project with these goals: to develop a common terminology for building’s flexibility, to identify key performance indicators for characterising building’s flexibility, and to quantify the potential flexibility of different buildings and clusters of buildings [7]. Early results from the Annex 67 project have shown that flexible energy usage in buildings includes different dimensions of flexibility, energy, power, and costs [5,7–9]. To ensure consistency in terminology, the present paper uses the term demand flexibility to represent the flexibility of buildings in adapting their energy demands to fluctuations in supply. Further insight into quantifying demand flexibility and its dimensions is provided in Section 1.1.

The potential for demand flexibility depends on the availability of end-uses that allow for such flexibility, such as electric vehicles and smart domestic appliances [7]. Other major sources of demand flexibility are the thermal and electrical loads for building heating, cooling, and ventilation [7]. To provide flexibility in their demands on the power grid, building heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) installations make wide use of electrical power-to-heat systems and thermal energy storage systems [5,10,11]. In buildings, direct heating, combined heat and power systems (CHPs), and heat pumps (HPs) are the most common power-to-heat conversion technologies [9,12–14]. These can be combined with thermal energy storage (TES) options such as building thermal mass, water tanks, phase-change materials, or thermochemical storage systems [5,15].

To increase demand flexibility, recent work has analysed the behaviour of building users [6,16]. The goal of the work is to progress beyond the physical characteristics of buildings, modelling, and measurements and to instead use occupants’ perspectives [6]. A survey indicated that 11 % of respondents may potentially become
flexible in their use of energy. To raise awareness of flexibility among building users, the study [6] suggested, smart-technology adoption should be encouraged, and financial incentives should be provided.

1.1. Review of quantification methods and key performance indicators of demand flexibility of buildings

Reynders et al. [8,17] give an overview of methodologies for quantifying demand flexibility of buildings in which they describe three dimensions of demand flexibility: size (energy), time (power), and costs. As an example, in a study by Nuytten et al. [13], energy flexibility is achieved by shifting electricity consumption in time. Reynders et al. [17] quantifies energy flexibility of different residential buildings in Belgium. Structural thermal energy storage has been used as a source of flexibility. Buildings with floor heating have a greater energy storage capacity than buildings with radiator heating. The researchers measured a storage efficiency of between 66 % and 85 % for non-renovated buildings. Stinner et al. [9] investigated power flexibility and proposed power curves that describe the evolution of power demand and availability over time. By defining a reference case and a maximal power curve, they simulated the maximum power flexibility for a building with CHP, HP, and TES. Junker et al. [18] introduce the flexibility function, which is a dynamic response to the energy consumption of a building. Based on a penalty control signal, the flexibility function represents a power-related flexibility step-response. De Conick et al. [4] investigated the 3rd dimension of demand flexibility, the costs. They define cost curves for shifting the power demands of a building’s HVAC system.

Salpakari et al. [19] investigated cost-optimal control of an HP, an electric boiler, and a water thermal energy storage system in an urban setting. Their simulation case study included low-order models implemented in optimal control indicating that an HP and electric boiler combined with TES can successfully enable load shifting, a reduction of operational costs of energy usage, and an increase in self-consumption (i.e., energy consumption from on-site generation). Operational electricity costs and self-consumption are typical performance indicators used when investigating demand flexibility. The studies by Clauß et al. [20] and Finck et al. [21] provide an overview of key performance indicators used to measure demand flexibility. They pay special attention to flexibility indicators that are used in the control of building energy systems. They find that conventional indicators such as operational energy costs and level of energy consumption are widely investigated in rule-based, optimal, and model predictive control. Indicators that describe flexibility such as load cover factor (self-generation), supply cover factor (self-consumption), flexibility factor, grid feed-in, available storage capacity, and storage efficiency [4,19,22–26], are primarily studied using rule-based control [20]. Clauß et al. [20] recommended conducting case studies to consider these specific flexibility indicators using optimal control. Pénan et al. [27] present a similar conclusion, arguing that flexibility indicators need further investigation within the framework of model predictive control (MPC). Flexibility indicators may consequently be used as performance indicators in the framework of an MPC and economic MPC (EMPC), or even considered as control objective [27].
1.2. Review of modelling methods, and key performance indicators of MPC implementations in buildings

MPC controllers are becoming more widespread in energy management systems for buildings, because they optimally manage energy consumption through their use of weather forecasting and their prediction of the dynamics of a building’s energy system [28–33]. However, they are more complex than conventional controllers, because they must periodically perform an online optimisation over a finite time horizon by modelling the entire building energy system. An MPC’s prediction performance strongly depends on the modelling approach used to represent the building’s energy system. Grey-box and black-box models have been identified as the most appropriate approaches [28]. For grey-box modelling, low-order resistance-capacitance networks are often used, which require less computational effort but exclude nonlinear characteristics [28]. In contrast, black-box models can cope with nonlinear behaviour but require sufficient data sets to be able to identify the dynamics of an energy system [28,34,35]. In recent years, artificial neural networks (ANNs) have been increasingly used as black-box models to represent building energy systems and to predict energy demand [34,36,37]. Afram et al. [34] provide a comprehensive overview of recent and successful implementations of ANNs with MPC, also called ANN-MPC. They find that ANN modelling improved performance of MPC-controlled HVAC subsystems. The use of ANN-MPC in real applications, experimental validations, and comparisons to conventional MPC – including grey-box modelling methods – would help to increase the acceptance of ANN-MPC in buildings. However, Afram et al. [34] conclude that most studies that have applied ANN-MPC have considered residential complexes and commercial buildings rather than residential buildings. Wang et al. [38] reach a similar conclusion, judging that the reason for this may be the lack of monitoring data in residential buildings due to the unavailability of sensors and meters.

There have been few successful demonstrations of MPC implementations in buildings, because the financial benefits of MPC implementation are still smaller than the total costs [39,40]. The main challenges in designing a robust and resilient MPC which can be adapted to different buildings are the consideration of the stochastic nature of disturbances such as weather and occupancy, the effort and cost of modelling methods, and the conflicting nature of control objectives [39,40]. As an example for conflicting control objectives, in an experimental study from Killian et al. [39], optimal control was applied to an office building to minimize the primary energy consumption for heating and cooling while maximizing users’ thermal comfort. A similar approach was taken by Viot et al. [41], using an MPC in an office building with a cost function that incorporated comfort (an optimal temperature within a comfort interval) and energy consumption costs. Sturzenegger et al. [42] implemented an office building HVAC system MPC which optimised the costs of operational energy usage and penalized comfort as constraint. Comfort as temperature bounds for MPC implementation was tested by Yu et al. [43], who used a climate chamber to investigate an MPC which minimized energy consumption for heating and cooling. In a study from Fiorentini et al. [30], an MPC was implemented in a residential building to demonstrate that available resources could be deployed to maximize systems efficiency while meeting occupant comfort. It can be noted that experimental investigations of MPC in buildings primarily consider energy
costs, energy consumption, thermal comfort, and coefficient of performance (COP) as key performance indicators.

1.3. Contribution and outline

From the review of relevant literature it is clear that the development of MPC in buildings needs additional experimental investigation. Furthermore, a comparison of MPC implementations requires a comprehensive analysis of experimental results that show a multitude of performance indicators. This can be accomplished when all conventional indicators are presented, such as energy costs, energy consumption, thermal comfort, and COP. Additionally, to quantify demand flexibility in relation to the power grid, all relevant flexibility indicators need to be determined, so that conventional performance evaluation of MPC can be extended by evaluation of demand flexibility.

This study presents an implementation of MPC in a residential building. The study also shows how flexibility indicators can be associated with the costs of energy usage. Based on this, an EMPC is introduced to optimise demand flexibility. The contributions of this experimental case study can be summarised as follows:

- An ANN-MPC approach is implemented in a residential building and the prediction performance of the ANNs and the ANN-MPC is presented.
- Conventional performance indicators for MPC are determined, which are energy consumption, total cost of operational energy usage, and COP. Thermal comfort is represented by comfort bounds. Accordingly, the maximum and minimum room temperature are implemented as constraints in the MPC framework.
- Demand flexibility indicators are given: the flexibility factor, supply cover factor, and load cover factor.
- The study introduces an EMPC which enables the optimisation of performance indicators for demand flexibility and in which the operational costs of energy usage are associated with flexibility indicators.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 explains the methodology and the experimental case study. In Section 2.1, the test building is described. In Section 2.2, the MPC framework is presented. Section 2.2.2 provides insight into the identification procedure of black-box modelling using an ANN. The developed ANNs are integrated into the MPC framework. Section 2.3 introduces an EMPC for demand flexibility. The formulation of the EMPC includes different objective functions which can optimise the costs of energy usage associated with demand flexibility. The flexibility indicators and conventional performance indicators are also described in Section 2.3. The MPC framework and the EMPC are tested, and the results are shown in Section 3.
2. METHODOLOGY

A Dutch residential building was used as a testbed to conduct the experimental case study of an EMPC approach that optimises the costs of energy usage associated with demand flexibility. The EMPC was implemented and tested during the heating season, between January and April 2017. The building heating system was equipped with a condensing boiler which distributes heat to radiator circuits. For modelling of the heating system and the building, ANN models were identified from measurements made between January and March 2017. In March and April 2017, the ANN models were validated and implemented in the MPC framework. The validation of the ANN-MPC was conducted based on heating consumption. In April 2017, the MPC was modified to EMPC (Figure 1), and photovoltaic (PV) panels were virtually installed at the building to simulate on-site electricity generation. Additionally, an HP was virtually installed to simulate energy conversion from electricity to heating power. The virtual models of PV panels and the HP were implemented in the EMPC. Thus, the EMPC was simulated and tested with the energy system, including PV panels providing power that could be directly used by the HP and could be fed to the power grid, and an HP which was controlled to provide heating to the building. To investigate the optimisation of costs of energy usage associated with demand flexibility, the EMPC assumed (1) the costs of consuming electricity from the grid, (2) the costs of consuming electricity from on-site PV power generation, and (3) the costs delivering electricity from on-site PV power generation to the grid. Thus, the EMPC incorporates the costs of export of electricity and the costs of electricity consumption in one objective function. Accordingly, the most common indicators representing demand flexibility – the flexibility factor, supply cover factor, and load cover factor [21,44] – can be maximized while using an EMPC implementation that minimizes the total costs of energy usage. Two different EMPC approaches were introduced and tested. The EMPC approach 1 (EMPC1) maximised the flexibility factor and reduced the operational costs of electricity consumption. The EMPC approach 2 (EMPC2) maximised the flexibility factor, supply cover factor, and load cover factor and optimised the costs of electricity consumption from the grid, costs from on-site PV power generation, and costs for grid feed-in.

![Diagram of EMPC methodology](image)

Figure 1. Methodological framework of the economic model predictive control (EMPC) controller.
To simulate electricity consumption from the power grid, hourly day-ahead prices from the Amsterdam Power Exchange (APX) spot market were implemented in the EMPC. The key function of the EMPC approach is that the controller is designed to regulate an HP but, in reality, regulates a condensing boiler. Thus, the controller combines the identified heating system model and the HP model. The heating system model represents heating supplied to the building and the HP model represents the energy conversion from electricity to heating power. The dynamic behaviour of the HP is studied by [45–48]. The major differences to the condensing boiler are variations in the start-up and shut-down phases, which are neglected in this experimental case study to justify the usage of a virtual HP model.

2.1. Building description

The dwelling was located in the city of Utrecht, the Netherlands, representing a typical old row house from 1910 (Figure 2). During the test period, two persons lived in the dwelling. The dwelling was 75 m² with three floors (kitchen on first floor, living room on second, bedroom on third). The building consisted of 25-cm outer and 15-cm inner brick walls. With a 160° and -20° north-south orientation, the house was attached to neighbouring buildings. Due to the shading of the taller neighbouring building in the south, solar gains were limited (Figure 2). The windows at -110° and 70° orientation captured solar radiation in the morning and afternoon. Windows in the living room had 50% single glazing and 50% double glazing; windows in the bedroom and kitchen had single glazing. Due to this large number of single-glazed windows, the thermal loads of the building were higher compared to those of renovated buildings. The annual heating energy usage was about 0.47 GJ/m², which was delivered by a gas-fired condensing boiler. During cold periods when heating was required, the room temperature was controlled by one thermostat located on the second floor.

Figure 2. Test building located in Utrecht, the Netherlands (left–front view –110° orientation, right–back view 70° orientation).

1 0° = South orientation; 180° = North orientation; 90° = West orientation; -90° = East orientation
2.2. MPC framework

A model predictive controller was implemented, enabling real-time control with hourly time steps [30,38]. A receding horizon of 12 hours was used for the MPC to regulate room temperature set points. Real-time measurements served as hourly starting points. The controller implemented upper and lower comfort bounds, which were based on occupants’ preferences. Due to a deterministic occupancy profile $\epsilon_t$, the room temperature bounds were defined according to

$$T_{room, set} = \begin{cases} 18 \leq T_{room, set} < 22 & \text{if } t \in (0:00, 8:00) \\ 20 \leq T_{room, set} < 22 & \text{if } t \in (8:00, 24:00) \end{cases}$$

and

$$T_{room, set} \in \mathbb{Z}.$$  \hfill (1a)

The windows were closed during the test periods of MPC implementation. The opening of curtains was determined according to

$$Curtain\ opening = \begin{cases} Curtains = 0 \ (closed) & \text{if } t \in (0:00, 8:00) \cup (20:00, 24:00) \\ Curtains = 1 \ (open) & \text{if } t \in (8:00, 20:00) \end{cases},$$

where $t$ is the time (h). Because the MPC performed hourly simulations, a fast optimisation strategy was required. Dynamic programming (DP) was used as optimisation strategy and carried out in MATLAB. The DP algorithm handled the optimisation with sufficient computational times of less than 30 min, because there was only one control variable, which was the average room temperature of the living room. During the computation of the optimisation at each control time step, first the duration of computation was estimated, then the simulation was run to predict 12 hours ahead. More information about the DP algorithm can be found in [49].

2.2.1. Data acquisition and processing

The model predictive controller required a modelling and simulation platform and a communication interface to sensors and actuators. All models that were associated with optimal control were implemented in a MATLAB scheme. MATLAB was also used to retrieve data from the sensors and to transfer commands to the thermostat. As middleware between MATLAB and the sensors, microcontrollers were placed in the building to catch information from the sensors and send them to the MATLAB controller. The microcontrollers were Arduino Yun modules that were connected to temperature sensors of type DC95 (thermistors) with an accuracy of 0.1 °C. The temperature sensors measured room temperatures (six sensors placed at 1.20 m height), surface temperatures (three sensors placed at 1.20 m height), radiator temperatures (two sensors attached to radiators), heating return, and heating supply temperatures (two sensors attached to pipes). The constant flow rate of the heating system was determined using an ultrasonic flow meter to have a value of 0.8 m³/h.
2.2.2. Model identification

Comprehensive data sets were collected from measurements for the modelling of the building envelope, including all thermal zones, and the heating system. Furthermore, historical weather data were used to create the weather forecasting model, which predicted horizontal and global solar radiation and ambient temperature. Weather data and measurement data were used to validate the black-box models that were identified using ANNs. Previous case studies have successfully validated ANNs to identify building dynamics and building heating systems [34–36,50–53] and global and horizontal solar radiation [54–57]. In the present study, three neural networks were identified – an ANN for the building with all thermal zones, an ANN for the heating system, and an ANN for the solar radiation forecasting. All ANNs were developed using the MATLAB Neural Network toolbox. The identification of the ANNs was processed offline (Figure 1). Therefore, the data sets from measurements were randomly divided into three data sets which were used for training (70 %), validation (15 %), and testing (15 %). This procedure was repeated more than 100 times. Additionally, for the ANNs of the building and the heating system, a second validation step was performed using a set of unseen data. The performance prediction of the ANNs was statistically estimated by obtaining the root-mean-square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), coefficient of determination ($R^2$), and goodness of fit (G) [34,35,52,58–60]. The mathematical description of the performance metrics can be found in the Appendix.

Weather forecasting

The weather forecasting model predicted ambient temperature and global and horizontal solar radiation. The ambient temperature was retrieved from online forecasting [61] using a local network of 10 weather stations that were located within a radius of 2.5 km [54]. An online MATLAB connection was established, integrating an application programming interface (API) to the website [61]. Because forecasting of solar radiation was typically not provided by local weather forecasting, an ANN was developed to predict short-term solar radiation. The ANN considered for the solar radiation forecasting model was based on a feedforward network that consisted of input signals $u_i (i = 1, 2, ..., n)$, hidden layers, and output signals $y_i$ according to

$$y_i = f \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_{ji} u_i \right).$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In the hidden layer, each neuron $j$ represented a sum of the input signals $u_i$ with a weighting factor $w_{ji}$ and connected to each output $y_i$ [55]. Based on local, historical weather data from the last 10 years [62], the ANN was trained using the input and output variables as shown in Figure 3.
Global and horizontal solar radiation include direct and diffuse beam irradiance ($I_{\text{direct \& diffuse beam}}$). Therefore, a simplified clear sky model was used based on the work of Bird et al. [63]. For the ANN of solar radiation forecasting (W/m$^2$), the best configuration was found with 75 hidden layers, resulting in a RMSE of 25, MAE of 13, MAPE of 0.19, R$^2$ of 0.98, and G of 0.87, which were in good agreement with results from other studies [56,64,65].

**Building and heating system**

The ANNs for the building (building envelope with all thermal zones) and heating system were based on time-series problems that were nonlinear autoregressive with external (exogenous) input (NARX) problems. The NARX was a recurrent dynamic network using feedback connections according to

$$y(t) = f(y(t - 1), y(t - 2), ... , y(t - n_y), u(t - 1), u(t - 2), ... , u(t - n_u)),$$

where $y(t)$ is the output signal and $u(t)$ is the exogenous input variable [66]. Input and output variables of the ANNs are shown in Figure 4. During the heating period, only the living room was heated. Thus, the ANN for the building predicted the average thermal-zone temperature $T_{\text{room}}$ of the living room, the average surface temperature of the walls $T_{\text{surface}}$, and the return temperature of the heating system $T_{\text{heating, return}}$. As can be seen in Figure 4,
ANN inputs included the opening of windows and curtains. Measures of the opening of windows and curtains were recorded using a survey in which occupants filled in opening and closing times. The ANN for the heating system predicted the heating supply temperature so that the heating power could be calculated according to

$$Q_{heating} = f(T_{heating, return}; T_{heating, supply}; m_{heating})$$

(5)

Measurement data were recorded with 1-s time steps. To train the ANNs, a 3-month data set with Levenberg-Marquardt back-propagation was used. The data set for the identification was quite large compared with other studies, which identified ANNs based on data sets covering ranges of 10 days to 2 months [34,36,50,67]. The developed ANNs were applied to a validation set of unseen data (taken from 16 Mar. 2016 to 25 Mar. 2017), including temperature set point variations. The daily prediction performance is listed in Table 1. The best configuration for the ANN building model was with two input delays, two feedback delays, and five hidden layers. For the ANN heating system, the best configuration had two input delays, two feedback delays, and eight hidden layers. The identified ANNs showed a good accuracy compared to the results from other studies that used black-box approaches for building-energy modelling [34–36,50,67].
Table 1. Daily performance of ANN models on 10 days of unseen data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>MAPE</th>
<th>R²</th>
<th>G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heating system</td>
<td>0.14–0.33</td>
<td>0.03–0.10</td>
<td>0.04–0.14</td>
<td>0.98–0.99</td>
<td>0.86–0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building</td>
<td>0.44–0.66</td>
<td>0.32–0.53</td>
<td>0.01–0.03</td>
<td>0.78–0.89</td>
<td>0.53–0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_surface (°C)</td>
<td>0.18–0.31</td>
<td>0.14–0.25</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.75–0.88</td>
<td>0.50–0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T_heating, return (°C)</td>
<td>0.57–0.87</td>
<td>0.40–0.62</td>
<td>0.01–0.02</td>
<td>0.98–0.99</td>
<td>0.88–0.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Economic MPC (EMPC)

The online EMPC was implemented as shown in Figure 5. The EMPC approach imposed constraints and incorporated disturbances and control signals into the optimisation problem.

![Online EMPC](image)

Figure 5. Online economic model predictive control (Online EMPC), adapted from Péan et al. [27].

The control decisions were retrieved from the system model which consists of black-box and white-box models. The black-box models were the ANNs for the building and heating system, and the white-box models virtually simulated the PV panels and the HP. The implementation of the models in the optimisation scheme is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6. Simplified flowchart of optimal control decisions using dynamic programming (DP).
**Heat pump (HP) model**

The heating power of the HP was limited to 20 kW, which was the maximum heating power of the condensing boiler. The heating supply temperature of the HP reached a maximum of 65 °C, which was the maximum setting for the condensing boiler during the entire test period. The virtual HP was an inverter-controlled air–water HP from NIBE (NIBE2120) [68]. During the learning phase, the condensing boiler was set in Eco mode, which meant that the heating supply temperature was kept as low as possible, providing energy-efficient operation. This control strategy was similar to conventional HP strategies. Thus, the virtual HP model assumed energy-efficient operation which was based on a piecewise linear interpolation function using manufacturers’ data (Figure 7).

![Figure 7. Performance of the air–water heat pump (HP); the coefficient of performance (COP) was a function of ambient temperature for different heating supply temperatures [68].](image)

**Photovoltaic (PV) model**

PV panels were virtually placed on the roof of the building in a west-southwest (WSW) orientation measured 70° from south orientation. As can be seen in Figure 2, the roof consisted of two areas with different inclinations: 47.5° and 55°. PV panels were placed in both areas, resulting in a total PV area of about 13 m². The chosen PV panels were mono-crystalline, with a nominal power of 300 W per module under standard test conditions (STC), in-plane-irradiation $G_{STC} = 1,000 \text{W/m}^2$, and PV module temperature $T_{mod,STC} = 25^\circ \text{C}$ [69]. The PV model was based on the work of [70,71]. Power generation $Q_{el,gen,PV}$ and energy performance of the PV modules $\eta_{el}$ were implemented in the MPC according to

\[
Q_{el,gen,PV} = Q_{el,STC} \frac{G}{G_{STC}} \eta_{el}(G', T'), \tag{6}
\]

\[
\eta_{el} = 1 + k_1 \ln G' + k_2 \left(\ln G'\right)^2 + T'\left(k_3 + k_4 \ln G' + k_5 \left(\ln G'\right)^2\right) + k_6 T'^2, \tag{7}
\]

\[
G' = \frac{G}{G_{STC}}, \tag{8}
\]
and

\[ T' = T_{\text{mod}} - T_{\text{mod,STC}}, \]  

(9)

where \( G' \) and \( T' \) are normalized irradiation and temperature. The coefficients \( k_1 - k_6 \) depended on the type of PV panels and were taken from [70].

**Key performance indicators of EMPC**

This study presented conventional performance indicators and performance indicators for demand flexibility. The conventional indicators were energy consumption, operational energy costs, and the COP. For energy consumption, the HP used electricity from the grid and from PV panels. Additionally, the amount of heating provided by the HP was presented, and the resulting COP was retrieved according to Figure 7. The operational energy costs included (1) the costs of electricity consumption from the grid, (2) the costs related to electricity consumption from on-site PV power generation, and (3) the costs for grid feed-in from on-site PV power generation.

The performance indicators for demand flexibility were the flexibility factor, supply cover factor, and load cover factor. The flexibility factor \( FF \) quantified heating energy provided by the HP during low-price and high-price periods for electricity according to

\[
FF = \frac{\int_{t_{\text{low,price start}}}^{t_{\text{low,price end}}} Q_{\text{heating}} \, dt - \int_{t_{\text{high,price start}}}^{t_{\text{high,price end}}} Q_{\text{heating}} \, dt}{\int_{t_{\text{low,price start}}}^{t_{\text{low,price end}}} Q_{\text{heating}} \, dt + \int_{t_{\text{high,price start}}}^{t_{\text{high,price end}}} Q_{\text{heating}} \, dt},
\]

(10)

with \(-1 \leq FF \leq 1\),

(10a)

where \( Q_{\text{heating}} \) is the amount of heating power. A flexibility factor of 1 indicated highest flexibility of the controlled system, and -1 correlated to inflexible energy usage. In the present study, the standard deviation was used to define high- and low-price periods according to [5]. Prices for energy consumption from the grid in periods above one standard deviation of \( 1\sigma \) were considered as high-price periods, and prices in periods below one standard deviation of \(-1\sigma \) were low-price periods.

The degree of local power consumption covered by on-site electricity generation can be calculated using the load-matching indicators supply cover factor and load cover factor [22,25,72]. The supply cover factor \( \gamma_{\text{supply}} \) (self-consumption) represents the ratio of direct consumption of PV electricity for heating \( Q_{\text{el.cons,HP - PV}} \) and total PV electricity production \( Q_{\text{el.gen,PV}} \) for a period \( N \) according to

\[
\gamma_{\text{supply}} = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{N} Q_{\text{el.cons,HP - PV}}}{\sum_{t=1}^{N} Q_{\text{el.gen,PV}}},
\]

(11)

with \( 0 \leq \gamma_{\text{supply}} \leq 1 \).

(11a)
The load cover factor $\gamma_{load}$ (self-generation) represents the ratio of direct consumption of PV electricity for heating $Q_{el.cons.HP-PV}$ and total electricity heating demand $Q_{el.cons.HP}$ for a period $N$ according to

$$\gamma_{load} = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{N} Q_{el.cons.HP-PV}}{\sum_{t=1}^{N} Q_{el.cons.HP}},$$

with $0 \leq \gamma_{load} \leq 1$. \hspace{1cm} (12)

### 2.3.1. EMPC1

EMPC1 was designed to maximise demand flexibility as represented by the flexibility factor. A larger flexibility factor indicated a greater amount of HP-consumed electricity (provided for heating) shifting from high-price periods to low-price periods. The associated costs of energy usage were the costs of electricity consumption from the grid. Thus, EMPC1 attempted to minimize total costs $J_{EMPC1}$ for the HP’s operational electricity consumption from the grid $Q_{el.cons.HP-grid}$ according to

$$\min J_{EMPC1} = \sum_{t=1}^{N} (C_{el.cons.grid}(t) Q_{el.cons.HP-grid}(t) \Delta t); \ N = 12 \ h; \ \Delta t = 1 \ h,$$

where $C_{el.cons.grid}$ is the price of electricity consumption from the grid, which corresponded to hourly day-ahead prices from the APX spot market [5,28,31,32]. Costs related to electricity consumption from on-site PV power generation, and costs for grid feed-in from on-site PV power generation were not considered in EMPC1.

### 2.3.2. EMPC2

EMPC2 was designed to maximise demand flexibility as represented by the flexibility factor, the supply cover factor, and the load cover factor. As mentioned above, maximising the flexibility factor can be reached by minimising the total operational costs of energy consumption from the grid. Maximising the supply cover factor and load cover factor refers to an increase of self-consumption, or respectively an increase of electrical energy consumed from on-site PV power generation. On-site PV-generated electrical energy not used by the HP was exported to the power grid. Thus, EMPC2 required the inclusion of three different terms: (1) energy consumption from the grid, (2) energy consumption from on-site PV power generation, and (3) energy exported to the grid from on-site PV power generation. By accounting for the operational costs associated with each of these terms, one objective function was created which included costs for electricity consumption from the grid, costs for direct consumption of PV-generated power, and costs for grid feed-in. The study, therefore, introduced an EMPC for demand flexibility which was formulated as a minimisation problem according to
\[
\min J_{EMPC2} = \sum_{t=1}^{N} (C_{el\,cons\,grid}(t) \, Q_{el\,cons\,HP - grid}(t) \, \Delta t) + \sum_{t=1}^{N} (C_{el\,cons\,PV}(t) \, Q_{el\,cons\,HP - PV}(t) \, \Delta t) \\
+ \sum_{t=1}^{N} (C_{el\,feed\,in\,grid}(t) \, Q_{el\,PV\,grid}(t) \, \Delta t); \quad N = 12 \, h; \quad \Delta t = 1 \, h,
\]  

(14)

where \( C_{el\,cons\,grid} \) is the price of electricity consumption from the grid, \( C_{el\,cons\,PV} \) is the price of electricity consumption from on-site PV generation, and \( C_{el\,feed\,in\,grid} \) is the price of electricity exported to the power grid.

### 2.3.3. Reference case

A reference case was simulated to evaluate the results of EMPC1 and EMPC2. A 24-h period was simulated using a traditional PI controller according to

\[
T_{room, set, ref} = \begin{cases} 
T_{room, set, ref} = 18 & \text{if } t \in (0:00, 8:00) \\
T_{room, set, ref} = 20 & \text{if } t \in (8:00, 24:00)
\end{cases}.
\]  

(15)

The results of the reference case simulation were compared to the measured and predicted results of EMPC1 and EMPC2. This comparison gave an indication of the performance of the two EMPC approaches as measured by heating energy consumption, costs for electricity consumption, the HP’s COP, and demand flexibility.
3. RESULTS

Experiments were carried out at the beginning of April 2017. Experimental results are shown for the validation of the MPC framework (3.1) and the application of the EMPC1 and EMPC2 (3.2). During the test days, hourly predictions of the ambient temperature were retrieved from local weather stations. Global and horizontal solar radiation was calculated based on the developed forecasting model (ANN sol. rad. forecasting). The MPC results are illustrated below, and measured data are compared to predicted data.

3.1. Validation of MPC framework

The model predictive controller was implemented and initially tested on 3 April 2017 between 8:00 and 12:00. During the validation period, solar radiation (W/m²) and ambient temperature (°C) were measured and predicted. The results of the weather forecasting are illustrated in Figure 8. A prediction performance is calculated for ambient temperature of RMSE = 0.34, MAE = 0.25, and MAPE = 0.02, and for hourly solar radiation of RMSE = 25, MAE = 20, and MAPE = 0.06.

![Figure 8. Validation of MPC; validation period 8:00 – 12:00; hourly ambient temperature a) measured, b) predicted, and c) difference; hourly solar radiation d) measured, e) predicted, and f) difference.](image-url)
For the validation period, a constant room temperature set point of 20 °C was chosen. Measured and predicted room temperatures can be found in Figure 9. The measured average room temperature varied between 19.4 °C and 20.1 °C, which is in accordance with the temperature range of historical data. The change in average room temperature was due to prevailing weather conditions and the transient interaction of room temperatures and wall temperatures. Using an ANN to simulate the room temperature resulted in a temperature curve that fit well to the measured data. A prediction performance was calculated for room temperature (°C) of RMSE = 0.14, MAE = 0.11, and MAPE = 0.01, and for heating demand (kWh) of RMSE = 0.12, MAE = 0.11, and MAPE = 0.18.

![Figure 9. Validation of MPC; validation period 8:00 – 12:00; MPC results for a constant temperature set point of 20 °C; average room temperature a) measured, b) predicted, and c) difference; hourly heating demand (Q\textsubscript{heating}) d) measured, e) predicted, and f) difference.](image)

3.2. **EMPC**

The MPC framework was modified to two EMPC approaches. Measured and predicted data were collected for a 24-h period (one day), and results were compared for flexibility indicators, daily energy consumption, and total costs of electricity consumption.

3.2.1. **EMPC1**

EMPC1, designed to maximise the flexibility factor, was implemented and tested on 05 April 2017. The results of hourly predictions and measurements taken for ambient temperature and solar radiation are depicted in
Figure 10. A prediction performance was calculated for ambient temperature of RMSE = 0.96, MAE = 0.77, MAPE = 0.07, $R^2 = 0.80$, $G = 0.55$ and for the hourly solar radiation of RMSE = 37, MAE = 24, MAPE = 0.25, $R^2 = 0.96$ and $G = 0.79$.

Figure 10. EMPC1; hourly ambient temperature a) measured, b) predicted, and c) difference; hourly solar radiation d) measured, e) predicted, and f) difference.

Based on hourly weather forecasting and hourly electricity prices, EMPC1 simulated the optimal control decisions for the operation of the room temperature set points. The results of those control decisions are illustrated in Figure 11. A prediction performance was calculated for room temperature of RMSE = 0.24, MAE = 0.16, MAPE = 0.01, $R^2 = 0.89$, and $G = 0.66$ and for heating demand of RMSE = 0.26, MAE = 0.17, MAPE = 0.30, $R^2 = 0.97$, and $G = 0.82$. Between 5:00 and 6:00, during low-price periods (Figure 11b), the HP was scheduled to provide heating to the building (Figure 11c). Due to preheating in low-price periods, only minimal heating consumption was required during high-price periods (Figure 11a). A summary of the test results using EMPC1 can be found in Table 2. Table 2 also lists the results of a simulated reference case using perfect weather prediction and feedback control. The results from EMPC1 indicate that total operational electricity costs were reduced by 7 %, and heating demand was increased by 1.5 % when measured EMPC1 results were compared to the reference case. However, EMPC1 was designed to maximise the flexibility factor, which increased from -0.89 to 0.42.
Figure 11. EMPC1; Hourly APX electricity prices including a) high-price periods and b) low-price periods; c) hourly room temperature set points; room temperature d) measured, e) predicted, and f) difference; heating demand ($Q_{heating}$) g) measured, h) predicted, and i) difference.
Table 2. Summary results for EMPC1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results</th>
<th>MPC predicted</th>
<th>MPC measured</th>
<th>Reference case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$J$ (Euro cent)</td>
<td>12.43</td>
<td>12.86</td>
<td>13.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{heating}}$ (kWh)</td>
<td>18.71</td>
<td>18.41</td>
<td>18.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{elCons. HP - grid}}$ (kWh)</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{elCons. HP - PV}}$ (kWh)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{elGen.PV}}$ (kWh)</td>
<td>5.44</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{COP}$ (-)</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>4.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$FF$ (-)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{\text{supply}}$ (-)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{\text{load}}$ (-)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2. EMPC2

EMPC2, designed to maximise the flexibility factor, the supply cover factor, and the load cover factor, was implemented and tested on 11 April 2017. Figure 12 shows the results of the weather forecasting and measurement data.

![Graphs showing measured, predicted, and difference of ambient temperature and solar radiation](image)

Figure 12. EMPC2; hourly ambient temperature a) measured, b) predicted, and c) difference; hourly solar radiation d) measured, e) predicted, and f) difference.
A prediction performance was calculated for ambient temperature of RMSE = 0.71, MAE = 0.58, MAPE = 0.06, 
R² = 0.94, and G = 0.76 and for hourly solar radiation of RMSE = 42, MAE = 25, MAPE = 0.25, R² = 0.95, and 
G = 0.76.

In addition to APX electricity prices (Ce₇cons.grid(t)), EMPC2 required the determination of the price of electricity 
consumed from PV generation (Ce₇cons.PV) and the price of electricity exported to the power grid (Ce₇feed.in.grid). 
For the test day, the electricity prices were assumed according to

\[ Ce_{\text{feed.in.grid}}(t) = -Ce_{\text{cons.grid}}(t) \]                        \hspace{1cm} (16)

and

\[ Ce_{\text{cons.PV}}(t) = -5(Ce_{\text{cons.grid}}(t)) \]                        \hspace{1cm} (17)

The results of the control decisions of EMPC2 are shown in Figure 13. A prediction performance was calculated 
for room temperature of RMSE = 0.27, MAE = 0.18, MAPE = 0.01, R² = 0.93, and G = 0.73 and for heating 
demand of RMSE = 0.19, MAE = 0.10, MAPE = 0.28, R² = 0.99, and G = 0.89. During low-price periods (APX 
price), the HP provided heating to the building (5:00 – 6:00). Between 15:00 and 17:00 the optimal temperature 
set point was raised to 22 °C. During this time slot, APX prices were relatively low and PV power generation 
was relatively high compared to the daily average. Using EMPC2 resulted in increases of flexibility factor from 
-0.88 to 0.67, supply cover factor from 0.04 to 0.13, and load cover factor from 0.07 to 0.16, as shown in Table 
3.

Equation 16 and 17 assume a constant relation between APX electricity prices (Ce₇cons.grid(t)), prices of direct 
electricity consumption from PV (Ce₇cons.PV) and prices of electricity exported to the power grid (Ce₇feed.in.grid). 
Additional simulations were performed to analyse the effect of price variations. Figure 14 illustrates the results 
of varying Ce₇cons.PV/ -Ce₇cons.grid between a value of 1 and 15 while keeping Ce₇feed.in.grid = -Ce₇cons.grid constant.
Figure 13. EMPC2: Hourly APX electricity prices including a) high-price periods and b) low-price periods; c) hourly room temperature set points; room temperature d) measured, e) predicted, and f) difference; heating demand g) measured, h) predicted, and i) difference.
Table 3. Summary results for EMPC2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results</th>
<th>MPC predicted</th>
<th>MPC measured</th>
<th>Reference case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$J$ (Euro cent)</td>
<td>13.69</td>
<td>13.85</td>
<td>14.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{heating}}$ (kWh)</td>
<td>19.53</td>
<td>19.33</td>
<td>16.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{el.cons.} HP - grid}$ (kWh)</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>3.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{el.cons.} HP - PV}$ (kWh)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{\text{el.gen.PV}}$ (kWh)</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>6.56</td>
<td>6.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$COP$ (-)</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>3.76</td>
<td>4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$FF$ (-)</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{\text{supply}}$ (-)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{\text{load}}$ (-)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 14. EMPC2; Price variations by changing $C_{\text{el.cons.PV}} / - C_{\text{el.cons.grid}}$ and assuming $C_{\text{el.feed in grid}} = - C_{\text{el.cons.grid}}$; a) daily operational electricity costs $J_{\text{EMPC}}$; b) daily heating energy $Q_{\text{heating}}$; c) supply cover factor $\gamma_{\text{supply}}$ (self-consumption); d) load cover factor $\gamma_{\text{load}}$ (self-generation).
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4. DISCUSSION

An economic model predictive controller was implemented in a Dutch residential building. This controller included day-ahead electricity prices. The next step will be to incorporate intraday electricity prices to be able to adapt to short-term variations, as recommended by Heldegaard et al. [73]. The EMPC also integrated weather forecasting and prediction of building and heating system dynamics. The EMPC consisted of models using artificial neural networks. ANNs are black-box models which are formulated without using any physical equations. An advantage of ANNs is their ability to deal with nonlinear dynamics. A disadvantage is that they require large data sets for validation. In the present study, four months of measurement data (January–April 2017) were used to identify and validate the black-box models representing the building dynamics and the heating system. A ten-year data set was used to identify the black-box model for forecasting the global and horizontal solar radiation. During the test days, the ANN which forecasts solar radiation achieved a prediction performance of RMSE of 37–42, MAE of 24–25, MAPE of 0.25, $R^2$ of 0.95–0.96, and $G$ of 0.76–0.79, which was less accurate than the prediction performance during the validation phase of RMSE = 25, MAE = 13, MAPE = 0.19, $R^2$ = 0.98, and $G$ = 0.87. The decrease in prediction performance during test days was because of uncertainty in the forecasts of ambient temperature, precipitation, sunshine hours, cloud cover, relative humidity, and air pressure. The forecast of these parameters was retrieved from a professional forecasting service that provided hourly data. A shorter time step for predictions may increase the prediction accuracy [57]. However, shorter prediction time steps require a larger state space for the optimisation and thus increase the MPC computational time.

During the EMPC1 test day, no direct solar radiation affected the indoor climate. During the EMPC2 test day, direct solar radiation was observed at 18:00 (Figure 13 d, e and f), resulting in a steep increase in room temperature and a reduction of prediction accuracy (delta T of up to 1 K). It is observed that steep, short-term room temperature changes are less accurately predicted (delta T of up to 1.5 K in the first 10 min of heating with set point changes). However, the overall prediction performance for room temperature of RMSE of 0.24–0.27, MAE of 0.16–0.18, MAPE of 0.01, $R^2$ of 0.89–0.93, and $G$ of 0.66–0.73 was in good agreement with other studies [34–36,50,67], as was the prediction performance for heating consumption of RMSE of 0.19–0.26, MAE of 0.10–0.17, MAPE of 0.28–0.30, $R^2$ of 0.97–0.99, and $G$ of 0.82–0.89.

During the learning and validation phase of the MPC, the thermal heating power varied between 8 kW and 20 kW, and a maximum of three on/off cycles of the heating system per hour were observed. Compared to conventional HPs in heating systems, the number of on/off cycles is reasonable. For the future, the number of on/off cycles is less critical when using inverter-controlled HPs that modulate heating power by regulating the compressor speed [27,74]. In the present study, a virtual inverter-controlled HP was assumed and simulated using a regression model which fit manufacturers’ data. This modelling approach was sufficient for simulation studies to represent the performance of the HP [75]. For experimental case studies with real HPs, more sophisticated and full dynamic modelling approaches are recommended, for instance approaches using ANNs [75]. A similar conclusion is made for determining realistic performance measures of real PV panels in the
control of building energy management systems [76]. The study [76] provides an extensive review of ANNs applied to solar energy systems, including PV. The authors in [76] suggest the use of ANN and machine-learning approaches to solar energy systems to reduce the financial expenses for modelling.

During the learning and validation phase of the MPC, a maximum, virtual PV power of 1 kW was calculated. From Table 2 and 3, it can be seen that the amount of daily electrical energy provided by the virtual PV ($Q_{el\_gen\_PV}$) was higher than the daily electricity consumption of the virtual HP ($Q_{el\_cons\_HP}$). In contrast, the calculated self-consumption varied between 7 % and 25 %. This was primarily because the maximal PV power was always lower than the HP's electrical power consumption. A simple solution could be the installation of an electrical battery that could compensate for this mismatch. The electrical battery could be directly fed by the PV, and the battery's state of charge could be added as state variable to the MPC. An integration into the MPC as an additional control variable is not required.

In the tested MPC, deterministic profiles of occupancy and of window and curtain openings were used. Occupants were asked to follow a predefined schedule for opening of windows and curtains during the MPC experimental phase. In a next step, occupants' behaviour will be incorporated using a stochastic approach, as suggested by Wang et al. [16], to consider the uncertainty of energy flexibility that is due to the uncertainty of occupancy.

5. CONCLUSION

In the present paper, an experimental case study was presented of an MPC implemented in a residential building. An ANN-MPC approach was used to represent the dynamical behaviour of the heating systems and the building. Another ANN model was developed for weather forecasting to obtain global and horizontal solar radiation. All ANN models and the ANN-MPC were validated and tested, showing good prediction performance. The application of ANN models can be recommended for future identification of the dynamics of buildings and heating systems and for weather forecasting. The application of ANN-MPC can be recommended as a generic approach for optimal control of energy usage in energy systems in residential buildings. As a next step, it is important to adapt this generic methodology to other residential buildings. Further experimental case studies are required that compare MPC implementations, including performance evaluation of conventional and flexibility indicators.

This paper also introduced an EMPC approach to optimise demand flexibility. For this approach, operational costs of energy usage were associated with demand flexibility, which was represented by these flexibility indicators: flexibility factor, supply cover factor, and load cover factor. The operational costs were (1) the costs of consuming electricity from the grid, (2) the costs of consuming electricity from on-site PV power generation, and (3) the costs delivering electricity from on-site PV power generation to the grid. By taking into account the operational costs of energy usage, one objective function can be created, and demand flexibility can be optimised. As an example, assuming positive prices for electricity consumption from the grid, negative prices
for electricity consumption from on-site PV generation, and negative prices for grid feed-in from on-site PV power generation resulted in an increase of flexibility factor, supply cover factor (self-consumption), and load cover factor (self-generation). This generic approach offers the possibility to regulate on-site generation, grid consumption, and grid feed-in. The methodology can be adapted to flexibility indicators which are associated with the costs of energy usage.
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APPENDIX – Performance metrics

\( i \) is the sample number, \( n \) is the total number of samples, \( e \) is the estimated data, \( o \) is the output, \( \bar{o} \) is the mean output

**Root-Mean-Square Error**

\[
RMSE = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (e_i - o_i)^2}
\]

**Mean Absolute Error**

\[
MAE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} |e_i - o_i|
\]

**Mean Absolute Percentage Error**

\[
MAPE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left| \frac{e_i - o_i}{o_i} \right|
\]

**Coefficient of Determination**

\[
R^2 = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (o_i - e_i)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (o_i - \bar{o})^2}
\]

**Goodness of Fit**

\[
G = 1 - \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (e_i - o_i)^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \left( o_i - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} o_i \right)^2}}
\]
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